
Back To The Future

Dru Hill

I remember we used to ask each other 
How many kids are we gon' have 
I remember we used to make plans like 
'I cook the food, you cut the grass' 
I remember we used to go out shopping, and how picky you would 
be 
I recall we used to watch bill cosby and say that's how we gonn
a be 

(What happened) to all the years of care 
(About what) making the visions that we shared 
(The promise) where did the aspirations go 
(I don't know) see baby all I wanna know is 

Can we take it back to the way we were 
Back to every single time you saw him, you saw her 
Even though we try to stay away 
My heart is still in yesterday 
Lets go back to the you and me 
Like we s'pose to be 
Back to the future 

I reminisce about the first time I saw you 
My future flashed before my eyes 
I often think about the first time I called you 
How we were laughing thru' the night 
We used to say we would outlast forever 
Travel a road that never ends 
We need to find a way to put it back together 
Live in that moment once again 

(What happened) to all the years of care 
(About what) about the visions that we shared 
(The promise) where did the aspirations go 
(I don't know) see baby all I wanna know is 

Can we take it back to the way we were 
Back to every single time you saw him, you saw her 
Even though we try to stay away 
My heart is still in yesterday 
Lets go back to the you and me 
Like we s'pose to be 
Back to the future, to the future 
Can we take it back, take it back 
Baby please..
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